The Rouse of Lords
divorce laws; it reported in 1912; but it was not until 1937
that a minor part of its recommendations was translated
into statute. The preamble to the Parliament Act itself
says that the reform of the House of Lords is uan urgent
question which brooks no delay", but in the quarter of a
century which has passed since an Act of Parliament
noted that urgency, no bill upon the matter has gone to
the statute-book. On the average, in our system, it takes
nineteen years for the recommendations of a unanimous
report of a Royal Commission to assume statut6ry reform;
and if the Commission is divided in its opinion, it takes,
again on the average, about thirty years for some of
its recommendations to become statutes* If we take the
famous programme of 1918 of the Labour Party as the
date when it put the issue of Socialism squarely before
the electorate, over twenty years will have passed before
there is any prospect of its principles being given even the
prospect of statutory action. In the. light of these examples,
which it is possible to multiply indefinitely, I do not think
it can be seriously argued that political parties in this
country persuade the electorate to embark upon great
changes without due consideration.
The argument, accordingly, that the action of the House
of Lords in preventing "rashness" is desirable, fails on
two grounds. It fails, in the first place, because the pre-
vention is applied to one political side only; and it fails,
secondly, because, in this situation, the argument of
"rashness" really means that by rejection of some given
measure, the House of Lords is assisting the Conservative
Party in the Commons in its work of partisan opposition
to the completion of its task by a progressive Govern-
'ment That partisan opposition is justified in the House
of Commons for, in these circumstances, that is what
Conservative members were sent there for by the elec-
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